The phenol full face peel remains the reference for smoothing wrinkles and dermal stimulation with a lifting effect and a durability of more than 10 years. Our experience is more than 1000 peels "Full face" phenol made according to the Exopeel® method, and also a very large number of Medium peels using TCA (trichloroacetic acid) and peels combining TCA and Phenol on certain parts of the face. For 2 years we have been using the new peeling formulas combining TCA and Phenol in the same liquid. It is interesting to evaluate the interest of these formulas.

- Do they have results close to TCA 30 or rather Phenol?
- Are there indications specific to these new formulas?
- In short, what is their interest and what is their place in the panoply of the aesthetic dermatologist?